Homework: Who’s Who?

China:

Find information on the following people. You may either summarize why they are well-known in your own words, or photocopy a dictionary entry about them.

1. 班昭
2. 李清照
3. 洪秀全
4. 朱德

Japan:

Find information on the following people. You may either summarize why they are well-known in your own words, or photocopy a dictionary entry about them. Your answers must show that you know how to pronounce their names.

1. 飛鳥井雅章
2. 文覚
3. 津田梅子
4. 二葉亭四迷

Korea:

Find information on the following people. You may either summarize why they are well-known in your own words, or photocopy a dictionary entry about them.

1. 金玉均
2. 李成桂
3. 劉鴻基
4. 朴烈